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October 19, 2015 4 min read Opinions expressed by entrepreneurs' collaborators are theirs. By coming up with marketing plans for your business, social media has become a given. When we create our marketing plans for Headbands of Hope, it's not whether we're going to put it on Instagram, it's when and how. But because social media has become tremendously infused in
every corner of our lives, it's easy for their marketing campaigns to get lost in such a saturated market. What else can a company do to reach people? Here are some ideas that don't involve likes, actions or tweets:1. Ambassador programs And started my business at university. To get the word out, I recruited some of my college friends into other schools to be ambassadors for the
Headbands of Hope campus. An ambassador serves as a representation of the brand and can help spread the word in its immediate community (in this case, campuses). We have implemented a one-off reward system where students can complete activities, such as making a presentation on Headbands of Hope at a sorority chapter meeting, in exchange for points they can
charge for headbands by the end of the month. Related: Modifying your marketing strategy to more effectively reaching a changing America Our campus programs have been so successful, that we are expanding into 2016 to have nursing ambassadors and community ambassadors. Find out if there are particular communities that use your product (and you'll be vocal about it!)
and create an ambassador program to help spread the word about your business.2. FairTrade shows may get price based on those who attend, but the return may be worth it. The biggest advantage for trade fairs are relations. It is one of the few scenarios where you can shake hands with your consumers and also build relationships with other brands. As a fashion company, we
do wholesale fairs like Accessories the Show and America's Mars to meet with store representatives and write orders. Find out if your sector hosts conferences or fairs you can attend as an exhibitor. If this is too much of an expense, just come as an assistant and network as much as you can. Introduce yourself to the administration of the show and see if there is a first timer of
specialties that you can get as an exhibitor for next time. 3. BloggersPots you could link blogs to social networks, but I decide to separate them. I really want to say when I say that bloggers are like we have our first real clients (which means they weren't my friends or family). Think about who your target audience is and what kind of blogs you would read. Related: 3 Steps to Build
the Unfair Advantage of Your BrandParenting? Fashion? Nutrition? Business? Search for blogs that match your audience and a tone for a collaboration. Understand that you may have to give them a freebie of your product and/or a fee to be submitted or reviewed. Take it a step further and ask the blogger if they would be willing to host a gift on their site by collecting email entries
you can add to your newsletter.4. ContributeDo you have an industry related topic that you could talk about for hours? Perhaps you have the secret to designing the perfect product packaging? Or how to develop a board of advisors? Put it on paper and send it to blogs and websites that are looking for content. Ask them to include his biography and hyperlink to his business site.
Most of the time you'll have to contribute content for free, but if you win at least one new customer from an article (but hopefully you'll get a lot more), I'd say it's worth it. It will also help your credentials and SEO.5. Talk about these same topics you can write about, can you make a presentation about them? Companies, schools, conferences and organizations always seek speakers
to energize and inspire their audience. Don't make all the talk a sales pitch, but you can talk about your business as an example of a larger lesson or motivation. Reach your local chamber of commerce or even secondary schools, depending on your target audience. Don't forget to bring something with your company information into it that attendees can walk with at the end of their
program. Call me old-fashioned, but whenever you can stand in front of people and build relationships around your business, it's always a good opportunity. Related: 3 Creative Marketing Strategies Inspired by The Collapse of the Music Industry March 26, 2013 5 min read This story originally appeared on PR Daily Call it an epiphany: Social is officially mobile. A few weeks ago, I
was looking at user data for one of the brands I manage and a pasted statistic more than others. Nearly 60 percent of people who interact with this brand do so via smartphone, tablet or other mobile device. I started checking for other brands, and the numbers were all similar. Most people who interact with our content did so from a mobile device. Nielsen Media Status: Social
Media Report confirms that our brands are not alone. In 2012, time spent accessing Facebook via mobile increased by 85 percent, Twitter by 140 percent, LinkedIn 114 percent, and Pinterest 4,225 percent. This is a surprising increase. 46% of social media users say they use their smartphone to access social media; Some 16 percent say they connect to social media using a
tablet. Here are five simple tips to help you optimize social media content for mobile readers: 1. Be careful when posting. The average Facebook post gets 50 percent of its reach and commitment in the first 30 minutes to be posted, according to Socialbakers. It's all downhill from there. Start wondering: Where will my audience be at the same time or after posting this? Is there a
chance to capture where they are at the moment and inspire the action or take advantage of an emotion that you know a large number of your fans are experiencing right now? Don't limit it to experimenting with when you publish, either. If you have a about where your audience is consuming their content (specifically, where they are on Earth), you can create some calls to action
and inspire them to participate in this way. For example, Instagram, where mobile engagement is close to 100 percent, is great for this: Show us what you're doing now and how our product fits into this. 2. Add value to the mobile experience – it differs from adding value to the desktop or laptop experience. The greater the distance you make your fans travel on mobile, the worse
the experience. No one wants to jump from one app to another to download the app which, let's be honest, isn't that cool in the first place. On a desktop or laptop, people are more forgiving when it comes to bouncing around the web. You have to be more respectful of the mobile experience. Similarly, if you're on the Facebook or Pinterest app and click on a brand's link, it will send
you to a website. Unless you've checked this link on social, you're not 100 percent sure where you're sending them. It might seem great on your laptop, but on mobile it might seem like a Geocities site and make your brand a great disservice. Keep your messages simple and undeniably specific to your brand. 3. Design for mobile first. Keep font sizes readable in charts. If you're
tapping through a photo, you don't want to have to approach something just to read it. If you are taking the time to design an asset, make sure you are taking the time to design it so that mobile users can read it. The default has been to design social assets for the desktop or laptop experience and return to mobile. Reverse this. Design for mobile, and will return to the desktop
experience. 4. Test different mobile platforms to understand the differences. If you post a photo album on Facebook, you can't click the links you've put in the captions of individual photos if you're using an iPhone or Android phone. However, these links work when you use most tablets. This is good to know if you want to drive traffic on your mobile. Of course, this is just one of the
many peculiarities and intricacies when presenting social content on mobile. Understanding user experience across devices is important to make sure posts are meeting the desired results. 5. Check your analytics. Each brand is different, and each audience is different. Before you completely change the way you've been creating and posting content, take the time to delve into the
metrics and understand where your engagement is coming from. Some demographics will use more mobile than others. For the brand I mentioned above, men 18-34 had the highest instance of engaging with our content via mobile (nearly 75 percent). We able to make some hypotheses based on this and test some content around these assumptions. Test, measure, analyze,
optimize, rinse, repeat. LinkedIn quietly unveiled Featured, which users should deploy immediately immediately Profiles. It appears below About users and offers them the opportunity to show more outstanding articles, videos, web links and other media in which they have appeared. Featured.
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